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Tired of carrying multiple bags, cases, and covers to church every Sunday? Nelson has the answer

in Fascia, a clever new design for a lady's Bible cover. Two large, secure pouches, a zippered side

pocket, double handleds, and a concealed Bible compartment serve to create the perfect Sunday

satchel. Fashioned of Nelson's supple Royal LeatherSoft, this Bible cover will introduce an element

of order into your hectic Sunday morning.
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It took me quite a few hours of searching online to find the perfect Bible cover but I finally found it in

this one! It is so soft and has plenty of space for your Bible and personal belongings which includes

the front flap pocket, a zipper pocket on top of one side and a snap closer on the top of the other

side. It has two attached bookmark ribbons and a pen holder. It also includes a little mirror so you

don't have to take your compact ladies. It hangs very nicely from the shoulder and it does not feel

heavy at all and I have a large size Bible. My Bible's dimensions are 9.8 x 7.4 x 2 inches. I brought

both the white and tan. If they decide to make more colors, I would buy those too. You won't be

disappointed with this Bible cover purse.

I bought this for my Grandma because she's always looking for a purse that will fit her bible,

notebook, etc. What a perfect solution!!!! It looks even better in person than in the pictures. I showed

it to my daughter and she said "oh yeah, the color is even better than I thought... Grandma's gonna

love this". I would buy from this seller again and again. I sent an email asking to please do their best

to have it here by Christmas Eve and they shipped it out the same day so I received it yesterday

with plenty of time to spare. Thanks to the seller!!!!!



Leather is too thin and anything you accidentally rub against will leave a permanent indent.

I bought this item for my mother for Christmas a year ago and she absolutely loves it! She uses

everytime she takes her Bible to church or study. There is plenty of room for pens, notepaper, and

reading glasses, too. This stylish Bible Cover/Purse looks fantastic. I can't tell you the number of

times she has told me that she has not seen a better looking one out there and just loves hers --

she's even thinking of getting another one to have just as a backup!!!

It didn't fit the Bible. It was too small.

Very nice and is a quality product and soft. Too bad had to return it as it did not fit for the purpose I

needed. Nice idea though and a good size.

I bought this item for my mom for this Christmas. My choice to buy it was based on the previous

review. My mom says, this is the best Bible cover/bag that has ever been made. Too bad it has

limited availability. I would buy it in the other color.

Very nice product. Quality leather, attractive bag. Holds Bible and notes/papers/small books. Middle

section zips open. Would definitely recommend this.
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